
Happy Easter Lemon Cake
• Serves 14

Three layers of lemon sponge covered with pale lemon 
frosting and decorated with a shredded 

wheat nest & colourful mini eggs

Chocolatey Eggs in a Nest Cake
• Serves 14
A rich chocolate cake split over 3 layers and filled with chocolate cream, a hidden
layer of white chocolate shavings and adouble chocolate surprise. Hand finished
with chocolate nests and colourful mini eggs.

Carrot Patch Cake
• Serves 14
A traditional carrot cake decorated 
with delicious cream cheese frosting 
and sugar paste carrots.

Easter Parade Chocolate Roulade
• Serves 16

A chocolate sponge roll filled with pink
buttercream and covered in Belgian

chocolate ganache. Hand decorated with an
assortment of chocolate goodies!
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White Chocolate Rocky Road Traybake
• Serves 15
Jewel like cranberries and soft marshmallows encased in creamy white chocolate and crispy rice 
pieces with hide and seek mini eggs scattered over the top and bright sugar strands to finish.

EGGCELLENT CAKES

Carrot Top Muffins
Light fruity carrot cake crammed with fresh carrot and 

flooded with creamy cheese topping, finished with green 
coconut grass and chocolate carrots.

Hot Cross Traybake
• Serves 15 

A deliciously moist, hot cross bun spiced 
sponge traybake, decorated with a 

traditional hot cross bun glaze.

Easter Egg 
& Bunny Gingerbread
Hand crafted using the finest ingredients 
and beautifully hand iced by a team 
of skilled decorators.

Easter Bakewell Tarts
A lemon Bakewell, with lemon curd and lemon
fondant, topped with chocolate mini eggs.

Cornflake & Mallow Cakes
A mixed case of cornflake cakes with a chocolate
flavoured coating, topped with chocolate eggs
and sugar strands and soft mallow on a jam and
shortbread base coated in Belgian chocolate.
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Lemon Easter Muffins
A lemon muffin, flooded with yellow 
icing and topped with 3 chocolate 
mini eggs and green frosting grass.


